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MONACO/MONACO

ART MONACO’15
JULY 9 - 12
Art Monaco’s 6th edition this year brings together four thousand works displayed for sale in a 5 thousand square meter area. This year, one of Art Monaco’s highlights is a never-seen before selection of masterpieces attributed to Jackson Pollock (1912 - 1956). Those pieces were locked in a private collection for over 50 years. Also for the first time in many years, on display and for sale is an authorized limited edition of bronze casting of the most famous sculptures by the greatest of the Italian Renaissance masters, Michelangelo (1475-1564).
artemonaco.com

SANTA FE/USA

ART SANTA FE
JULY 9 - 12
Focused on modern and contemporary art, the American fair celebrates its 15-year anniversary. The city is considered the third largest art market in the US, with 240 galleries. This year’s edition gathers 32 both national and international galleries. The organizers point to a special highlight, the Puzzle Project, installation started in 2006 by Japanese artist Takashi Inaba in Osaka, Japan and recently displayed in London, Paris, Toronto and New York.
artsantafe.com

OSAKA/JAPAN

ART OSAKA
JULY 4-5
13th edition of the contemporary art fair in Hotel Granvia Osaka, with a lineup of 53 galleries from Japan and abroad. Art Osaka 2015 includes three special exhibits: Japanese Abstraction Paintings, focused on the contemporary production of abstract painting; The Power of Photography, which promotes photography as art in the country; and Awaking by Art vol.3 - Collaboration with Kyoto City University of Arts, with a focus on new talents in art.
artosaka.jp
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